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QUESTION 1

Which tool would an architect likely leverage while diagnosing issues with an inbound RESTful integration to
Salesforce? 

A. Workbench 

B. Data Loader 

C. Force.com SOAP Explorer 

D. Metadata audit trail 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal Containers has two integrations to Salesforce; System A requires read-only access to all Opportunity data
while System B requires read-write access to all Accounts. Which approach ensures compliance with the principal of
least priviledge? 

A. Utilize a single "Integration User" with the "Modify All data" profile setting enabled so that all integrations always have
access to all data; 

B. Utilize separate credentials and profiles for each integration, one having "view All" to ties and the other having
"Modify All" to Accounts. 

C. Use a single "Integration User" with profile settings restricted to "view All" for opportunity and "Modify All" for
Accounts. 

D. Utilize separate credentials for each system with both credentials having the "modify all data" permission on the
profile. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

In order to avoid slowing down inbound call center sales agents, Universal Containers wants to de- duplicate Lead
records against their 3rd-party MDM system after that the agent has served the record in Salesforce. What integration
strategy should an Architect recommend? 

A. Outbound message to MDM with a callback to Salesforce to mark duplicate Leads. 

B. Sync the MDM system to a custom object in Salesforce and execute a Lookup validation rule against the object. 

C. Batch APEX process to de-duplicate all records first in Salesforce then against MDM, deleting the newest MDM
record. 

D. Use Out-of-the-Box Lead De-duplication Rules to checkagainst MDM. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

Universal Containers would like to integrate Salesforce to their Accounting system. Salesforce must notify the
accounting system for every new account that has been created. The security team will not allow Salesforce to integrate
directly to the accounting system due to potential security issues. Which three stages should the Architect consider to
reduce the security concerns for this Integration use case? Choose 3 answers 

A. Terminate the SSL connection at a reverse proxy in the DMZ which establishes trust in the connection using mutual
SSL. 

B. Enable WS-security for the web services made between Salesforce and the accounting system. 

C. Whitelist the Salesforce IP range on the firewall to ensure only Salesforce- originated traffic can penetrate the
network. 

D. Utilize an Enterprise Service Bus to ensure Accounting system credentials are not stores within Salesforce. 

E. Enable platform encryption in the Salesforce org to ensure network communication to the Accounting system is
encrypted. 

Correct Answer: BDE 

 

QUESTION 5

What are two scenarios that utilize the chatter REST API? Choose 2 answers 

A. When integrating chatter into custom mobile apps. 

B. When migrating Opportunity data; 

C. When uploading large files. 

D. When posting status updates to social media; 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 6

What capability should an Integration Architect consider if there is a need to synchronize data changed in Salesforce to
a 3rd party with a JSON-based API endpoint? 

A. Use an outbound Message with the record\\'s data; 

B. Use lightning connect to save the data to an external object. 

C. Use an Apex class to perform the REST callout asynchronously. 

D. use the REST API with the content-Type headerset to "JSON." 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 7

Universal Containers is building an integration between Salesforce and their Accounting system. The integration will
utilize outbound messaging with call back pattern to Salesforce. The security officer would like to understand the
authentication solution. What are the three ways that the call back can authenticate itself to Salesforce? Choose 3
answers 

A. Utilize the Enterprise WSDL login() operation to obtain a new session ID. 

B. Utilize an oAuth Username-Password flow to obtain a new oAuth token for the session ID. 

C. Utilize the REST API login() operation to obtain a new session ID 

D. Utilize the session ID contained within the outbound message notification as the authorization header. 

E. Utilize the partner WSDL with oAuth to obtain a valid oAuth token for the session ID. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 8

Universal containers utilizes the REST API to update the multiple Salesforce objects in real time based upon changes
from their ERP system. They recently started encountering API Limits and have consulted the Integration Architect on
possible solutions. What two possible strategies should the architect consider? Choose 2 answers 

A. Migrate the integration to the partner WSDL to support 200 DML operations in a single API call. 

B. Migrate the integration to the Bulk API which does not count towards the API limits. 

C. Utilize the REST API batch URI to consolidate 100 DML operations into single API call. 

D. Utilize workflow outbound messaging which does not count towards the API limits. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 9

In which three ways can production data be moved into a sandbox for testing purpose? 

A. Refresh a Full Sandbox. 

B. Use the metadata API. 

C. Request a Snapshot from Support 

D. Refresh a Copy Sandbox. 

E. use the Apex Data Loader. 

Correct Answer: ADE 
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QUESTION 10

What are two benefits of named credentials? Choose 2 answers 

A. They simplify utilizing oAuth for Apex callouts. 

B. They Secure integrations to Salesforce from other systems. 

C. They enforce secure communication to external systems 

D. They securely store credentials in a maintainable way. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 11

Universal Containers has a batch integration that runs every five minutes to load Shipment records related to existing
orders that have been updated in the previous five minutes. the integration is not reporting any errors, but some
Shipment records are not being loaded. What could be the problem? 

A. Error reporting is not enabled in Salesforce. 

B. The integration takes more than five minutes to run. 

C. The integration is causing UC to exceedits API limits 

D. The Integration cannot find the parent orders for some Shipments. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

Universal Containers has an integration that runs nightly to update the Product (Product2) object in Salesforce with
updated product availability for over 500,000 products. The source system is green screen ERP that must be taken
offline to produce nightly production reports such as the inventory availability report used for this integration. The
Salesforce integration frequently reports failures due to data validation errors. Which two steps should the Technical
Architect should recommend? Choose 2 answers 

A. Ask the ERP report designers to redesign the report to provide properly formatted data; 

B. Implements a regression testing policy to detect issues following development. 

C. Use SOAP headers to turn off validation rules and triggers during the integration. 

D. Review the Salesforce data model and Validation rules and modify the integration as necessary. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 13
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Which two automated methods should an architect use to solve an issue with duplicate contacts? Choose 2 answers 

A. Write a Batch Apex class to manage the deduplication 

B. Assign new contacts to queues to be reviewed by a data quality team. 

C. Leverage an AppExchange data management toolto de-duplicate contacts. 

D. Enable duplicate management in the org to prevent duplicates. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 14

Universal containers merges with planetary shipping both companies use Salesforce for order processing and they
decide to consolidate for processes. universal containers has well-established channels for receiving orders, so they
decide to use Universal containers org for receiving and pre- processing of orders and Planetary Shipping\\'s org for
processing and fulfillment of orders. What is the best way to integrate the business processes of the companies? 

A. Use Apex callout to push orders from universal Containers to Planetary Shipping 

B. Use salesforce-to-Salesforce integration between Universal containers and Planetary shipping 

C. Use Outbound messages to send orders from Universal Containers to Planetary shipping. 

D. Use a Middleware tool to pull orders from Universal Containers and push to Planetary Shipping. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

Universal Container needs to integrate Salesforcewith several home-grown systems. These systems require custom
code to be written in order to integrate with them, and the CIO argues that if custom code needs to be written, then there
is no reason to invest in middleware. Which three considerations should an Architect bring up to the CIO? Choose 3
answers 

A. Performance 

B. Error Handling 

C. Bulkification 

D. Orchestration 

E. Logging 

Correct Answer: BDE 
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